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Like this!
Hey!Hey!
This comic is written in This comic is written in 
traditional manga format. traditional manga format. 
That’s why you read it  That’s why you read it  
from the top right  from the top right  
to the bottom left.to the bottom left.

And then this!

And 
this!

You’re  

gettin’ the 

hang of  
it!

Easy!



Stories tell of many rulers who searched land, Stories tell of many rulers who searched land, 
sky and even underground for the Scepter Of sky and even underground for the Scepter Of 

Games. For they believed it would unlock the third Games. For they believed it would unlock the third 
eye granting them the vision to rule the world. eye granting them the vision to rule the world. 

But the story does not end there . . .But the story does not end there . . .

If the Scepter Of Games were to exist,  If the Scepter Of Games were to exist,  
it was but a matter of time for it would be found.  it was but a matter of time for it would be found.  

And so it occurred. . .And so it occurred. . .

As soon as the Scepter was found, As soon as the Scepter was found, 
from the darkness a spectre rose . from the darkness a spectre rose . 
Legends speak of this necromancer Legends speak of this necromancer 
laying hand on the scepter, unlocking laying hand on the scepter, unlocking 
its third eye and rising to power. its third eye and rising to power. 
Many followed. Not from this world.Many followed. Not from this world.

The Spectre brought monsters The Spectre brought monsters 
into the human world to eventually into the human world to eventually 

end the world as we know it.end the world as we know it.



Inscribings of the 
scepter were also 
featured inside the 

Sahara’s tomb

Excuse me?

NEVER MIND ME!  
I was just thinking 

out loud . . .-

WAIT A WAIT A SECOND!SECOND!

Don’t I recognize you from  
that newspaper article 

about some tomb discovery 
in the Sahara desert?!

You must be 
miss Swa--LOYAL! Please 

call me Loyal. 

We’ve actually 
met be-

-What a 
strange 
name

Well then, miss Loyal. 
Since you’re familiar 
with unlocking tombs 
you might be of some 

help today!

For the entrance to the 
Majo Shrine is sealed blocking 
all from uncovering  
its secrets!



That’s a  
lot of 

camera 
people

Which we 
should stay 

far away 
from

STAY AWAY 
STAY AWAY 

FROM?!
FROM?!

BOLD LADY!  

I love television! 

They are all here 

to see us unlock 
the tomb! Don’t you 

want to be 
famous?!

Guess I should keep 
the hat on. . .

This is Newton Newsman
 with again a live 

breakin’ news update!

The  
archaeologists 

just arrived at the 
Majo Shrine much, 
much later than 

expected. . .

Oh look 
at those 

brave 
souls . . .Climbing 

up those 
stairs. . .



Please go ahead! This is 
YOUR moment of fame . I’ll 

wait here with mr. Ray  
and oh who are you 

mr. tall guy?

Janice, 
that door. . .

-Resembles 
me . I see .

I must say  
I’m quite happy 

miss Loyal 
and I crossed 

paths.

For I have no 
clue on how to 
open that seal

Is there 
anything I  

must know, 
Janice?

I really  
don’t know

Loyal, I 
think we 
should not 
open this 
door

Not now
I’M SORRY, I’M SORRY, 
LOYAL!LOYAL!

But we still 
have an 

agreement 
going

All this must 
stay between 

us and nobody 
else . Now look 
around you.



The world is 
watching us

I understand 
that you believe 
revealing what’s 

inside would 
make you the 
the greatest 

archaeologist in  
the world. But. . .

. . .This place is but a 
hollow shell

There’s 
nothing 
there

HUH?HUH?What is it, Janice?

I had no idea we  
were being watched 

by that old lady

It looks like the archaeo-
logists have no clue!

Will the mysteries not 
be unravelled today 

after all? Who knows!

Excuse 
me , lady

But who  
are you?

Just someone 
expecting you need a 
place to stay until the 

crowd is gone
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A humanoid computer, the search for the A humanoid computer, the search for the 
fabled ‘Gemu No Shaku’, the all seeing moon fabled ‘Gemu No Shaku’, the all seeing moon 
and an overarching plot so bold, you’ll be and an overarching plot so bold, you’ll be 
holding your breath until the end. Be amazed holding your breath until the end. Be amazed 
by the world of Monster Club yet again by the world of Monster Club yet again 
as Ray and the club are not only after the as Ray and the club are not only after the 
mysteries & histories of the Spectre of Games, mysteries & histories of the Spectre of Games, 
but of themselves too. Will what they learn but of themselves too. Will what they learn 
challenge their beliefs about themselves and challenge their beliefs about themselves and 
one another? And how will the inevitable end one another? And how will the inevitable end 
of the world come to pass as was foretold?of the world come to pass as was foretold?

It’s time to accelerate It’s time to accelerate 
the story the story of ‘the most of ‘the most 
relaxedrelaxed trading card  trading card 
game in the world!’game in the world!’

Unlike ever  Unlike ever  
before!before!

THE MONSTER CLUB TCG STORY CONTINUESTHE MONSTER CLUB TCG STORY CONTINUES



GET THE FULL STORY!GET THE FULL STORY!


